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ON   g-ABNORMAL MAXIMAL  SUBGROUPS
OF A FINITE SOLVABLE  GROUP

PAUL  VENZKE

Abstract. Let A(G) be the intersection of the nonnormal

maximal subgroup of a finite group. W. Gaschütz has shown that

A(G) is nilpotent and that A(G)/<D(G) is the center of G¡<&(G).

This note, by considering the intersection of the ^-abnormal maxi-

mal subgroups, generalizes these results for a saturated formation5.

In [2] Gaschütz shows that the intersection of the nonnormal maximal

subgroups of the group G, A(G), is nilpotent and A(G)/<D(G)=Z(G/<D(G)).

In the theory of saturated formations the g-abnormal maximal subgroups,

introduced by Carter and Hawkes [1], play a role similar to that classically

played by the nonnormal maximal subgroups. By considering the inter-

section of the ^abnormal maximal subgroups of a finite group G, this

note provides a generalization of these results of Gaschütz.

AU groups considered in this note are finite and solvable. The notation

and terminology is standard. Let G be a finite solvable group and g=

{(5(/>)} an integrated (i.e. 52o"'(/>)) 'oca' formation. 0(G) denotes the

Frattini subgroup of G and G~v denotes the g-res/V/ua/ of G (i.e. the smallest

normal subgroup of G such that G¡G^ e g).

In [1] Carter and Hawkes call a />-chief'factor H\K of G %-central if

G¡Cu(H¡K)ec)(p); otherwise 77/A" is called ^-eccentric. They call a

maximal subgroup M of G ¡^-normal if MfCore(M) e r}(p) where/) is the

prime dividing [G:M]; otherwise M is called ^-abnormal. It is shown

[1, Lemma 2.3] that a maximal subgroup M of G is g-normal if and only

if it complements an g-central chief factor. We note that although in [1]

it is assumed all g(/>) are nonempty, this condition is not necessary for

the above definitions and result.

In [3] Huppert defined the ry-hypercenter of G, Z~(G), to be the largest

normal subgroup of G such that all chief factors of G below Z¿(G) are

^-central. He shows [3, Satz 1.5] that Z¿(G) e g whenever the 5(/>) are

normal subgroup closed.

Lemma 1. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G. If M is ^-abnormal,

then iV7^Zr,(G). If M is îy-normal, then M^G~y
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Proof. Let M be g-abnormal and suppose Z^(G)M=G. Let R =

Core(M) and S=RnZ7t(G). Let T^ZT,(G), such that TjS is a chief factor

of G. TjS is g-central and complemented by M. Hence M is g-normal.

M cannot be both g-normal and ^-abnormal, therefore M^Z^(G).

Let M be g-normal and suppose G^M=G. Let R-Core(M). GjR=

(MjR)(SjR) where SjR is a unique self-centralizing minimal normal

subgroup of G JR. If [G:M]—pa, then S/R is an g-central /¿-chief factor of

G, and GjS e %(p). Since g 2 g(/>), G/S e g and 5>G5. By the Dedekind

property S=Gd(Mr>S)=G~,R. Thus S//? is G-isomorphic to G^jRnG^

and G^/RriG^ is ^-central. This is impossible; therefore M^Gg.

We denote the intersection of all g-abnormal maximal subgroups of G

by AP(G).

Theorem 1.    The following statements are valid.

(a) A5(G)nGg<d>(G).
(b) A5(G)£Zg(G).

(c) Arv(G)/0(G)=Zrv(G/(D(G)).

Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are an immediate consequence of

Lemma 1, thus we need only show the validity of statement (c).

As A5(G/<P(G))=A5(G)/<D(G), it follows from statement (b) that

A5(G)/0)(G)èZ3(G/O(G)). (G/<D(G))rv=Gr,<P(G)/0(G), thus statement
(a) implies that A5(G)/<t)(G)n(G/0(G))5={l}. If HIK is a chief factor of

G/<D(G) which lies below A5(G)/<I>(G), then //(G/<P(G))5//:(G/<D(G))5
is G-isomorphic to HjK. Since H(Gj^(G))^K(Gj<^(G% lies above

(G/4>(G))j5, it is g-central and thus HjK is g-central. Hence all chief

factors of Gj<b(G) lying below A^(G)/0(G) are ^-central so that

A5(G)/0(G)^Z5(G/0(G)). Therefore A3(G)/<D(G)=ZR(G/cp(G)).
From statements (a) and (b) above, we see

Corollary.   Z5(G)nG5<;<l>(G).

We now investigate more closely the structure of A5(G). For this we let

77 be the set of primes for which the #(/>) are nonempty. It is useful to

present two elementary lemmas. The first of these is a consequence of

the conjugacy of g-projectors ; its proof is omitted.

Lemma 2. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and E an ^-projector ofH,

then G=HN where N=NG(E).

Lemma 3. Let H be a normal m-subgroup of G with K<H such that

K<:®(G)nH. If HjK e g, then Heg.

Proof. Let E be an g-projector of H. H=EK and, by Lemma 2,

G=HNG(E)=KNG(E)=®(G)NG(E)=NG(E). Hence E<H. Since H is a

w-group and g(/>)^ 0 for p e it, Nh(E)=E. Therefore E=H and //eg-
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Theorem 2.   Ad(G)=PeQ where:
1. Pisa Tt-group with P^Zd(G) and F/Pn<P(G)=Z5(G/0>(G)); and

2. Q is a tr'-group with Q<<J>(G).

Furthermore if the g(/>) are normal subgroup closed, then Feg.

Proof. Since the g-central chief factors are necessarily 7r-groups,

Z-5(Gj^(G)) is a TT-group. By Theorem 1, A5(G)/0(G) is then a Tt-group.

Hence from the nilpotence of Í>(G) we conclude that A~(G)=PQ where Q

is a normal Hall rr'-subgroup of A~,(G) with rf2 = 0(G) and F is a Hall w

subgroup of A;ç(G). By the Frattini argument G = ArG(F)A5(G) =

NG(P)Q = NG(P) so that F is a normal subgroup of G. Thus A?(G)=P^Q.

Since Z^(G) is a rr-group and A~(G)>Zrv(G), P^Z^G). £?<<D(G)

implies that A3(G)/0(G)=F/Fn<D(G),' thus by Theorem 1, F/Fn<D(G)=

Zs(G/d)(G)).
If the g(/>) are normal subgroup closed, then by Huppert's result

Z5(G/<I>(G)) e g. Hence F/Pn<I>(G) e g and by Lemma 3 we conclude

that Feg.

Corollary. If for all p, the g(/>) are nonempty and normal subgroup

closed, then A5(G) e g.

The author would like to thank Professor Ti Yen who made an important

contribution to the formulation and proof of Theorem 2.
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